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Prediction Season
The close of each calendar year brings with
it the holidays as well as a chance to look
forward to the year ahead. In the coming
weeks, investors are likely to be bombarded
with predictions about what the future, and
specifically the next year, may hold for their
portfolios. These outlooks are typically
accompanied by recommended investment
strategies and actions that are aimed at
trying to avoid the next crisis or missing
out on the next “great” opportunity. When
faced with recommendations of this sort, it
would be wise to remember that investors
are better served by sticking with a longterm plan rather than changing course in
reaction to predictions and short-term
calls.
Predictions and Portfolios
One doesn’t typically see a forecast that
says: “Capital markets are expected to
continue to function normally,” or “It’s
unclear how unknown future events will
impact prices.” Predictions about future
price movements come in all shapes and
sizes, but most of them tempt the investor
into playing a game of outguessing the
market. Examples of predictions like this
might include: “We don’t like energy stocks

in 2017,” or “We expect the interest rate
environment to remain challenging in the
coming year.” Bold predictions may pique
interest, but their usefulness in application
to an investment plan is less clear. Steve
Forbes, the publisher of Forbes Magazine,
once remarked, “You make more money
selling advice than following it. It’s one of
the things we count on in the magazine
business—along with the short memory of
our readers.”1 Definitive recommendations
attempting to identify value not currently
reflected in market prices may provide
investors with a sense of confidence about
the future, but how accurate do these
predictions have to be in order to be useful?
Consider a simple example where an
investor hears a prediction that equities
are currently priced “too high,” and now
is a better time to hold cash. If we say that
the prediction has a 50% chance of being
accurate (equities underperform cash over
some period of time), does that mean the
investor has a 50% chance of being better
off? What is crucial to remember is that
any market-timing decision is actually two
decisions. If the investor decides to change
their allocation, selling equities in this case,
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Rather than relying on
forecasts that attempt to
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rely on the power
Source: SPIVA US Scorecard, “Percentage of US Equity Funds Outperformed by Benchmarks.” Data as of June 30, 2016.
of the market as an
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Indices are not available for direct investment; therefore, their performance does not reflect the expenses associated
with the management of an actual portfolio. The S&P data is provided by Standard & Poor’s Index Services Group.
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1. Excerpt from presentation at the Anderson School of Management, University of California, Los Angeles, April 15, 2003.
All expressions of opinion are subject to change. This article is distributed for informational purposes, and it is not to be construed as an offer, solicitation, recommendation, or endorsement of
any particular security, products, or services. Diversification does not eliminate the risk of market loss. Investment risks include loss of principal and fluctuating value. There is no guarantee an
investing strategy will be successful. Dimensional Fund Advisors LP is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission.

8 Questions for RMD Season
By Christine Benz
It’s a high-class problem for a retiree: A large tax-deferred
portfolio and no immediate need for spending money. But even
though you would rather leave the money in its place, allowing
it to compound on a tax-deferred basis for your heirs, the
government won’t let you take advantage of retirement-savings
tax breaks forever. At some point, you are required to start
pulling the money out and paying the tax collector.
Enter required minimum distributions, or RMDs—mandatory
withdrawals that must commence from tax-deferred accounts
such as 401(k)s and Traditional IRAs once a retiree passes age
70 1/2. (Investors in other situations, such as those who inherit
IRAs, are also required to take RMDs, but for the purpose
of this article, I’ll focus on RMDs from one’s own retirement
accounts.)
For many retirees, RMDs are a nonissue; they’re already taking
more from their retirement accounts than the government
requires them to do. But for affluent retirees who have enough
cash on hand from other sources, RMDs can be a headache,
saddling them with higher tax bills than they would otherwise
have.

What’s a qualified charitable distribution?
A qualified charitable distribution is a way for retirees to steer
a portion of their RMDs to a qualified charity; because retirees
never put their hands on the money, that portion of the RMD
doesn’t increase their modified adjusted gross income, which is
a key determinant of an individual’s tax bill.

Is there any way to reduce the tax impact of RMDs?
To a large extent, RMD-related taxes are what they are: You’ll
pay ordinary income tax on your withdrawals from your IRAs
and company retirement accounts, to the extent that those
monies haven’t been taxed yet. (Any money you contributed
to your account that consisted of after tax dollars will not be
taxed again.)

Can I reinvest my RMD in an IRA?
Once you’ve taken an RMD, you can’t put that money back into
a traditional IRA. You can, however, invest in a Roth IRA in
the same year you take an RMD, provided you or your spouse
have enough earned income—that is, income from working
rather than portfolio or Social Security income—to cover your
contribution amount. (I’ve met several retirees who have told
me they have picked up part-time work for this very reason.)
Roth IRAs don’t carry RMD requirements. If that all sounds
like too much of a bother, you can reinvest any RMDs you don’t
need in a taxable brokerage account, with an eye toward taxefficient investments.

The best way to reduce RMD-related taxes is to reduce the
amount of your retirement assets that are subject to them. That
means accumulating assets in taxable and Roth accounts in
addition to traditional tax-deferred wrappers. For retirees, that
ship has already sailed, but the post-working, pre-RMD years
may be a good time to draw upon traditional IRAs and 401(k)s for
living expenses, to skinny down the balances that will be subject
to RMDs later on. Additionally, converting traditional IRAs to
Roth can be appropriate in some situations; check with a tax
advisor for guidance on whether that’s a sensible maneuver for
you.

If I delayed my first RMD, when should I take the second one?
You often hear that RMDs commence once you turn age 70
1/2, but you actually have until April 1 of the year following
the year in which you turn age 70 1/2 to take your first RMD.
Let’s say, for example, that you turned 70 in September 2015,
and 70 1/2 in March 2016. You’d have until April 1, 2017—the
year after the year in which you turned 70 1/2—to take your
first RMD. You’d then need to take your next RMD by Dec. 31,
2017, however, so postponing the first RMD isn’t always worth
it, despite the usual admonishment to defer your tax bill for as
long as you can.

Finally, retirees may have some leeway to tinker with other
parts of their plans to help reduce the taxes they owe in highRMD years—bunching deductions together in a single year to
get more bang from itemized deductions, for example, or using
a qualified charitable distribution to reduce RMD-related taxes.

My RMD is going to take me over my planned withdrawal
amount. What should I do?
The government says you need to start taking your money
out of your tax-deferred accounts post-age 70 1/2, but there’s

I’ve received many questions about RMDs over the years; what
follows are some of the most common ones.
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8 Questions for RMD Season
(Continued)
nothing saying that you have to spend it. Thus, if your planned
withdrawal rate is 3% but your RMD is over 5% of your total
portfolio, you can reinvest that money. As noted above, you
can reinvest the proceeds in a Roth IRA, provided you or your
spouse have earned income and the contribution doesn’t exceed
$6,500. Or you can reinvest in a taxable account. Employing
tax-efficient investments, you can actually do a pretty good
job of reducing the drag of taxes on the taxable account on an
ongoing basis, similar to what you had in your tax-deferred
account.
Do I need to pull RMDs from all of my IRA holdings?
No. To calculate your RMDs, look back to the balance for each
of your accounts as of the previous year-end. To calculate the
RMD that you’ll take out by Dec. 31, 2016, for example, you’ll
find your balances as of Dec. 31, 2015. If you own three separate
traditional IRAs—one with an RMD of $4,000 at the end of
2015, one with a $1,000 RMD, and one with a $3,500 RMD—
you’d need to take $8,500 in total, but it wouldn’t matter which
IRA you took it from. Because you can pick and choose where
you pull them from, RMDs can be an effective way to help
improve your portfolio’s positioning, as discussed in this article.

Note that you can’t combine RMDs from different account
types—for example, if you have IRA assets as well as 401(k)
that you’re pulling from, you’d need to take separate RMDs.
Nor can spouses combine RMDs, pulling from one spouse’s
account while leaving the other RMD-subject spouse’s account
alone; because the accounts are owned individually, the RMDs
apply on an individual basis, too.
I’ve heard that I may be able to delay RMDs if I’m still
working after age 70 1/2. True?
Yes and no. If you have IRA assets, you still have to take RMDs
from those accounts post-age 70 1/2, even if you’re working. But
if you’re still working and have assets in a company retirement
plan, you can delay withdrawals from those accounts until
April 1 of the year after you retire. The exception to this rule is
for employees who own more than 5% of the company where
they’re working and participating in the plan; they must begin
taking their RMDs at age 70 1/2.

